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A \) s t rae t: the paper presents 5tatist'tcal ca1culation5 of t11e re5ults of geochemical investigations of the 
primary and secondary dispersion haloes carried out on an area of some 40 kIn2 iu the Borov Dol - Shopur region 
(lhc Buchim ore district). Sampling was carried out on SOO X 200 m spacing by research workers from IMGRE ­
Moscow ,mu lhe Buchim mine. The reslllts obtained were lirst interpreted by the Geoscan method and the cluster 
analysis mcUlod (discussed in this paper), os well as the factor analysis or the Kaiser method. 
Based on complex statistical calculations, correlation dependencies and classification of individual elements 
according to variograllls, lilctor distributions and dcndograms, the types and geochemical associations distinguished 
are grouped us tollows: 
1. Bused on cluster unalysis the following were distinguished: 
a) according to primary dispersion haloes 
(Pb, Zn, Sn). [(Ga, I\g) Vb] . (Ni, Co, Cr), [(Ti, Zr, Y) NbJ; 
b) according to st:Condary di 'persion haloes ] 
 [(Ni, r, CO) Mn]; [(Ti, V) Sci; [(Vb, Nb) Ag]; (W, Ga); (Cu, Y) Mo; (Pb, Zn, Sn); 
n. Based on data of factor analysis the following were distinguished: 
a) according to primary haloes 
[(Zr, Y. B, Ti) Nb]; (Sr); (Pb, Zn, Sn); (Ga, Ag, Vb); (B, Mn, Ni) Co, CL 
b) according to secondary haloes: 
[(Ni, Cr. Co) Mn]; [(Vb, W, Nb) Ag, Ga)J; jeri, V) Sc)]; (Pb, Zn, Sn); (Cu, Y, Mo). 
Particular mention should be made of the (Pb, Zn, Sn) geochemical association which is clearly defined in 
both groups as well as (Cu, Y, Mo) as n characteristic association for the secondary dispersion haloes. 
Key word~: Borov Dol - Shopur area; geochemical associations: interpretation; statistical analysis; primary and 
secondary haloes 
INTRODUCTION 
The investigation of the primary and secon­ nation of geocbemical association and graphic pres­
dary geochemical haloes for different copper miner­ entation of spat ia l distribution of individual ele­
alization styles aims at detennination of character­ ments and their associations are used. 
istics of spatial behaviour of elements. For that The Borov Dol district was investigated using 
purpose data obtained from various types of hy­ 273 samples for the primary geochemical haloes 
drothermally a ltered rocks ar used. Statistica l and 189 samples for the secondary haloes (beneath 
analysis of distribution of each element is used the humus material) studied by 20 cross-sections \ 	 when analyzing infonnation obtained. Analysis of for each . The sample contents were detem1ined 
affiliation in behaviour of elements for the dctermi- more quantitatively by spectral analysis for 24 ele­
2 T. SCrafiIllOl·ski. N. Tudtllrol', K. Popov. G. A1itcl'ski, V. Stcjc1I/Ol'{/ 
ments performed in IMGRE, Moscow. Due to lack 
of information about some elements whose contents 
are not measured by more than 20% of the samples, 
As, Wand P of the primary and As and P of the 
secondary haloes were excluded. Data of both ha­
loes were analyzed in detail since the different types 
and the specific information that they have could be 
lost if analyzed as a whole. It will be shoyo'll that the 
relations between elements detennined based on 
secondary haloes are rather poor with possibility to 
obscure the effects of primary haloes associations. 
Geological and metallogenetic features of the 
area under investigation are analysed in detail by 
Serafunovski (1993), Tudfarov and Serafimovski 
(1994), Cifliganec et al. (1994), Serafimovski and 
Table 1 
Chifliganec (1996), Stefanova (1997), and Pockm 
(1997). Some geochemical data and methods can be 
found in the papers of Jankovioh et al. (1994) aJld 
Popov ct al. (1996). 
MonomeaslIre statistical analysis 
Investigation of the character of distribution of 
individual elements is an essential part of the analy· 
sis of geochemical haloes. Parameters obtained 
makes it possible to determine the properties of lin· 
ear functions, plausibility of values calculated and 
errors allowed. The parameters describing the dis· 
tribution of chemic..1.1 elements for primary and sec· 
ondary haloes arc shown in Tables I and 2. 
Monomeasllre statistical analysts 0.(element contents for primary geochemical haloes 
Sr Da Ii Mn Cr V Ni 
Mean 494.4 139 789.4322 2622.418 634.4689 164.7711 212 .2 125 76.12637 
Std. error 36.49226 54.68585 71 .80678 44.5358 26.63452 6.651468 15.7()932 
Median 400 500 3000 400 20 200 10 
Mode 1000 1500 3000 300 10 300 10 
Std. dey. 602.95 11 903.5586 1186.443 735.8522 440.0745 \09.9003 260.55 19 
Variance 363550 8164iS.2 140764 6 541478.5 193665. 6 12078.07 67887.3 1 
Kurtosis 26.54945 39.37668 -0.11965 14.50684 16. 95335 0.002001 72.43833 
Skewness 4.310787 4.528251 - 0.58424 3.388516 3.964252 0.171 9 7.752&0 I 
Range 4985 9985 49&U 4970 2998.5 597 29\19 
Minimulll 15 15 20 30 1.5 3 1 
Maximum 5000 10000 5000 500U 3000 600 300() 
Co Cu Ag Zn Pb Sn Mu 
Mean 13.99359 441 .6907 0.640256 59.54212 118.6355 3.815018 5.659524 
Std. error 1.083991 105.0474 0.382156 6.1 09 157 37. 1499 0.1 61964 1.260793 
Median 10 30 0.05 40 40 4 3 
Mode 8 30 0.D25 30 10 4 3 
Std. dey. 17.91048 1735.668 6.31 4246 100.9398 613.817 2.676084 20.83172 
Variance 320.7851 30J2542 39.8697 1018S.85 376771 .3 7.1 6(4211 433,9607 
Kurtosis 46.75449 23.34388 229.1 08& 154.631 249.427 34.70523 151.52()6 
Skewness 5.62891 4.896743 14.80319 11.2469 15.48074 4.110448 11.48582 
Range 199.75 9999.95 99.975 1495 9999.5 29.5 299.75 
Minimum 0.25 0.05 0.025 5 U.5 0.5 0.25 
Maximum 200 10000 100 1500 (0000 30 300 
Ga Sc Y Yb Zr Nb B 
Mean 30.60623 5.749084 7.529304 3.324176 57.95421 4.869963 16.31685 
Std. error 6.225591 0.269558 0.35977 0.839054 2.433556 0.179(65 1.190673 
Median 20 4 6 I 50 4 10 
Mode 30 4 10 I 100 3 10 
Std. dey. 102.8636 4.453833 5.94437 13.86344 40.20895 2.960297 19.673(4 
Variance !O580.93 19.83663 35 .33554 192. 1951 1616.76 8.763359 387.0325 
Kurtosis 85.90545 9.300508 26.1 (171 60.07398 1.11 2304 1.880849 10.57 147 
Skewness 9.294901 2.43737 3.!\36767 7.226712 0.8666 17 1.1 826 3.28 1909 
Range 999.5 29.5 59.5 149.5 199.5 18.5 97.5 
Minimum 0.5 U.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Maximwn 1000 30 60 150 200 20 100 
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Table 2 
Monomeasllre statistical analysis ofelement contentsJor secondary geochemical haloes 

























































































Co Cu Ag Zn Pb Sn Mo w 
Mean 17.85714 50.61217 1.4768 2 168.3545 130.0979 5.339153 1.151587 4.214286 
Sid. error 0.698117 7.524182 0.6792 19 13.05817 1.387044 0.228804 0.17532 1 0245846 
Median 15 30 0.06 100 60 4 0.8 3 
Mode 10 30 0.05 30 30 3 3 
Std. dey. 9.597524 103.4404 9.337723 179.5202 190.687 3.145539 2.41026 1 3.3798J 
Vari!UlCC 92. 11246 10699.92 87.19307 32227.5 36361.52 9.894416 5. 809359 . 11.42325 
Kurtosi ­ 1.012952 75.09289 73. 97703 5.034111 18.64663 0.986939 11I.73g J .39 1894 
Skewness 1.129943 8.392682 8.126714 1. 996731 3. 738253 1.069263 9.801321 1.956166 
Range 47 999.95 99.975 996 1499.5 14.5 29.75 13.5 
Minim um 3 0.05 0.Q25 4 0.5 0.5 0.25 J.5 
Maximum 50 1000 100 1000 1500 15 30 15 
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A strong asymmetric distribution with prevalence 
of low contents is a characteristic of chemical analysis 
as a whole. An indicator for this is the differences' be­
tween medium arithmetic, median and modal values 
along with rugh values of asymmetry. Neither element 
of both haloes shows distribution close to Gauss's but 
logarithmic function normalizes to some exten; the 
distribution of some of them. In conclusion, it can be 
said that due to high dispersion of data and tlleir de­
viation from the normal distribution, the values calcu­
lated by median arithmetic manner as well as some 
standard geochemical element indicators and relation­
ships can change largely. Lognormal distribution or 
geochemical indicators can be used when possible, 
independent of the distribution mode. 
Analysis ofgeochemical associations 
Element classification by analogy in spatial be­
haviour necessary for modelling of genetic processes 
results in development of deposits and the occurrence 
of zoning. For tl13t purpose data for contents of ele­
ments are analyzed by cluster and filctor analyses. 
Correlation coefficient is used as measure for analogy, 
which avoids lack of possible measure units and ratio 
of individual elements. Correlations between all cou­
ples of elements for both variations of primary and 
secondary haloes are shO\vn by matrix in Tables 3 and 
4. Analysis of individual correlations is often necessary 
for confinnation ofclassification results. 
Cluster analysis based on averaging of corre­
lations between elements and groups was used in 
elements classification. 
In this manner correlation coefficient between 
given element and classification, shown to the right 
in Figs. I and 2, is the mean value of correlations 
between that element and elements of the group that 
it is related with. Grouping of elements is carried 
out beginning with couples, having the highest cor­
relation and goes further on to complete relation 
into one group. 
Reading the strength and direction of the rela­
tion is an important thing in analysis, but it does not 
imply any unified criterion that can show the value 
at the beginning of correlation, after which classifi­
cation loses the idea. Bearing in miud the large 
changeability of data, the value of correlation of the 
order of 0.25 to 0.5 can also be interpreted as the 
presence ofat least weak relationship. 
. Element groups of similar spatial change.:,bility 
mterpreted as geochemical associations that can be 
determined based on cluster analysis are as follows: 
for primary geochemical haloes 

[Pb. Zn, Sn] 

([Ga, Ag1 Yb) 

[Ni, Co, Cr] 

([Ti, Zr, Y] Nb) 

for secondary geochemical haloes 
(INi, Cr, Co]) 
([Ti. Vl Sc) 
([Yb, Nb] Ag) 
. (W, Ga) 
(Cu, Y) Mo 
(Pb, Zn) Sn 
Quadratic nets are used when representing th, 
geochemical associations according to the strength 0 
relationships bet\vecn elen1ents and influcncc on adc 
quate factor showing the elements of greatest intensi~ 
participating in the association as well as ordinary \1~ 
limiting the general tendencies towards classification 
Unific..,tion is graphically shown in Figs. I and 2. h 
filct, when deaJing with large massifs these analyse 
use similarities of possible pairs of variables. This ro 
quires tlle use of factor analysis in analyzing data. h 
this manner the position of a..'{es of ellipsoid of aniso 
tropic elements investigated is detennined. 111e new" 
fonned axes are read with different level of cbal1g~ 
ability since only part of them represent 90% of tota 
dispersion. The a..'{es are interpreted as factors illus 
trating tlle similarity in element distribution caused bl 
pertinent genetic processes. Each element has differe~ 
(per cent) of influence on the new filctors develop4l 
most in adequate basis. 
Line functions are used in describing factor in 
fluences . Geometry of function can be presented a! 
variable projection for each element at the top ()' 
each factor axis. 
The survey for element classification and thei! 
influence on factor axes can be seen from Figs . : 
and 4. Projection of elements ill coordinate s sten 
fonned by the first and second (Figs 3a and 4a) an< 
the second and the thi rd factor axes (Fig. 3b am 
4b) is plotted. The graphs show factor dismember· 
in~ by the method of major components (MMC: 
usmg factors that are equal to tJle number of vari· 
abies. Rotation of factor axes after the Kaiset 
method - the Varimax procedure was used for fu r· 
ther dismembering of individual associations pro 
viding complete reflection and general dispersion 
Here axes rotate in such a manner that extreme val· 
ues of dispersion for each element are read. In thi! 
manner each element of each factor present tend! 
towards zero or one which leads to greater contrast 























Correlation between elements ofprimalY geochemical haloes 
.:;1 
.." 
Sr Ba Ti Mn Cr V Ni Co Cu Ag Zn Pb Sn Mo Ga Sc Y Yb Zr Nb B ...'" 
"" '" Sr 1.0000 ~ 
'" ;; 
Ba 0.1473 1.0000 [ 
QTi -0.1240 0.2357 1.0000 t: 
c: 
<'l 
Mn 0.0161 -0.0932 -0.2471 1.0000 ~: 
:: 
Cr -0.2049 -0.2367 -0.3390 0.1198 1.0000 I s' 
V -0.1162 0.3415 0.4992 -0.2031 -0.1917 1.0000 I~ 
ttl 
<:> 
<:lNi -0.1604 -0.1848 -0.3020 0.1358 0.5743 -0.2488 1.0000 
..; 
~ Co -0.2150 -0.1711 -0.2410 0.2432 0.6382 -0.1348 0.7033 I.OO()() ~ 
Cu -0.0493 0.2432 -0.0789 0.0364 -0.0785 -0.0799 -0.0533 0.1023 1.0000 ~ 
:; 
Ag -O.()()38 0.0755 0.0223 -0.0071 0.0170 -0.1431 -0.0209 0.0683 0.0220 1.0000 ~ '"
!": 
Zn -0.1273 0.0008 0.1041 -0.0025 -0.0134 0.0263 0.()()85 0.0450 0.0587 0.0324 1.0000 5' 
~ 
~ 
~ Pb -0.0400 0.0630 -0.0237 -0.0434 -0.0461 -0.0067 -0.0329 -0.0506 0.0567 0.0182 0.8606 1.0000 
t; 
::co.Sn -0.1419 0.1121 0.3227 -0.2222 -0.2779 0.1424 -0.1995 -0.1960 0.1727 -0.0304 0.5500 0.6129 1.0000 g 
Mo -0.0382 0.0694 0.0671 -0.11 ()() -0.0689 0.0047 -0.0566 -0.0766 0.0531 0.0025 -0.0206 0.0297 0.2011 I.OO()() ~ ~ 
:l. 
Ga 0.0151 0.1317 0.0971 -0.0290 -0.0372 -0.0513 -0.0593 0.0239 -0.0156 0.7129 0.0255 0.0029 0.0068 0.0026 1.0000 ~ 
~ 
Sc -0.2732 -0.0652 0.1397 0.0608 0.2921 0.3059 0.0491 0.2361 -0.0598 0.0349 0.0213 -0.0510 -0.1019 -0.0209 0.0223 1.0000 ::'" 
"'­
... 
Y -0.1561 0.0631 0.3557 -0.0285 -0.1288 0.0236 -0.1227 -0.0950 0.0360 -0.0776 0.0345 -0.0176 0.2444 0.0098 -0.0860 0.1172 1.0000 '" § 
~Yb -0.0154 0.0402 0.0963 0.0425 -0.0388 -0.0326 -0.0402 0.0118 -0.0386 0.2527 0.0349 0.0004 0.0170 -0.0223 0.4723 -0.0374 -0.0911 1.0000 ~ 
:::­
t>Zr -0.1516 0.1056 0.6322 -0.1688 -0.1315 0.2655 -0.1514 -0.1243 -0.1350 -0.0974 0.0562 -0.0414 0.2932 0.0076 -0.0800 0.1438 0.5460 -0.2030 1.0000 <3" 
..." Nb -0.0098 0.2047 0.4236 -0.2162 -0.2 111 0. 1820 -0. 1321 -0. 1766 0.0246 0.0092 0.0522 0.0191 0.3659 0.1388 0.0494 -0.1167 0.1805 0.2106 0.3489 1.0000 






Correlation between elements ofsecondary geochemical haloes 
Sr Ba Ti Mil Cr V Ni Co Co Ag Zo Pb So Mo W Ga Sc Y Yb Zr Nb B 
Sr 1.0000 
Ba 0.2405 1.0000 
Ti 0.1898 -0.0571 1.0000 
Mo -0.0116 -0.1048 0.1692 1.0000 I~ ~ 
~Cr -0.2437 -0.1329 -0.2158 0.2007 1.0000 ~ 
c 
V 0.0705 0.0669 0.4524 0.0446 -0.4073 1.0000 ~ ,.~ 
Ni -0.2075 -0.2653 -0.2092 0.3308 0.8304 -0.3554 1.0000 ~ 
~ Co -0.3969 -0.0777 -0.0414 0.3149 0.5933 -0.1725 0.5951 1.0000 ~ (3Co -0.0885 -0.0398 0.1772 0.0435 0.1995 0.0323 0.2808 0.1522 1.0000 ,~ 
?':; 
Ag -0.1080 0.1726 -0.2583 -0.0498 0.D305 -0.0591 -0.0486 0.2462 -0.0131 1.0000 
'15ti' 
cZo -0.0694 -0.0631 0.1044 0.0817 0.0649 0.1409 0.0858 -0.0300 0.0147 -0.0976 1.0000 ,~ 
~ 
Pb 0.0621 0.0523 0.0535 0.1102 -0.0850 0.1576 -0.0845 -0.1624 0.0125 -0.0925 0.3304 1.0000 ~ 
" -'So 0.0254 -0.0494 0.0655 -0.1226 -0.1638 0.1289 0.0855 -0.2660 0.0937 -0.2184 0.2164 0.1452 1.0000 ~ 
,..... 
Mo -0.0062 -0.0013 0.0545 -0.0887 0.1145 0.0109 0.0956 0.0478 0.2682 0.0303 0.0974 0.0711 0.0198 1.0000 :<:: 
" 
~ W 0.0325 0.3810 -0.0412 -0.0418 -0.1104 0.0402 -0.1396 -0.0162 0.0347 0.2802 -0.0570 0.0921 0.0542 0.1885 1.0000 0;>
::, 
cGa 0.1581 0.0121 -0.0934 0.0814 -0.0811 0.0782 -0.0532 -0.1121 -0.0264 -0.0323 -0.0013 0.2098 0.1555 0.0193 0.4139 1.0000 ~~ 
~ Sc -0.2549 0.0251 0.3693 0.2507 0.1408 0.2288 0.1109 - 0.3560 0.1075 0.0545 0.0528 -0.0373 -0.1730 0.2472 0.2253 0.0091 1.0000t1' 
s: Y -0.0402 0.0949 0.2162 0.0960 0.0742 0.1764 0.1701 0.1434 0.4263 -0.0932 0.0019 0.1356 0.1105 0.0599 0.0204 -0.0965 0.0752 1.0000 
[ 
0 Yb 0.0376 0.0142 0.0554 0.0541 -0.0182 0.1277 -0.0539 0.0536 0.1646 0.2024 0.1156 0.1064 0.1152 0.0819 0.3471 0.3195 0.1954 -0.1441 1.0000
2. 
Pi Zr -0.0294 0.0748 0.3689 0.1514 -0.0891 - 0.0015 -0.0867 -0.1527 -0.0898 -0.1447 0.0306 0.0329 0.1228 -0.051 9 -0.1 410 -0.1333 -0.0442 -0.0030 -0.4450 1.0000
... 
~ 
"0 Nb - 0.1405 -0.0399 0.0447 0.0073 -0.0918 0.0728 -0.0845 0.0364 -0.0060 0.3459 0.0253 0.0207 0.1468 0.0131 0.2011 0.0766 0.0072 -0.0581 0.4478 -0.0881 1.0000
." 
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Fig. 1. Dendogrmn representing elussili~tion of clements tor primary geochemical haloes based on cluster analysis. 
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Fig. 2. DemJogrnm representing c\assincnlion of elemenls for secondary geochemical hn locs hru;eu ou cl ust.:r 1I1lillYSl 
Valucs of correlation c.ocni\..;clli <Ire wri Ut;U,Ilong nbseis ·U. 
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Fig. 3. Projection of elements in planes, fanned by the first and the st:cond (a) and the second emd UIC third (b) factor axis 















Fig. 4. Projection of elements in planes, fom1ed by the first and the second (a) and the second and the third (b) factor axis 
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a) 
between individual groups. Moreover, condition of 
orthogonality (independence) of <L'(es can also be no­
ticed. TIus makes it possible to interpret the associa­
tions detennined as independent. 
Detennination of number of factors necessary 
that describe totality is non conventional and some­
what personaJ task. Generally the nWllber is given first 
requiring a primary infonnation such as the number of 
associations detemlined by cluster analysis. For this 
purpose two criteria were studied when analyzing the 
data. TIle major component method used factors of 
values greater than one whereas Varimax rotation the 
number of factors close to geochenucal associations 
detennined based on cluster analysis. Both methods 
work well and the results obtained are very close. 
In some cases the association given can remain 
obscured and stay unread by the factor basis due to 
right or opposite proportional dependence with 
Geologica M<lctdonica, 10. pp. \- 22 (J996) 
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some of the other associations. This fact has a sim­
ple geological basis: element migration was caused 
by genetic processes which, in most cases, are mu­
tually dependent. In order to discover such "ob­
scured" group it is necessary to exclude from in­
vestigation the essential clements (of most factor 
percentage) from some already distinguished asso­
ciation. Such is the case with factor analysis of data 
of secondary haloes where the Ti:-V-Sc association 
appears after exclusion the Pb-Zn-Sn group. Sr 
(with the primary and the secondary haloes) exhib­
its strong influence than Ba (with the secondary 
haloes). Such behaviour is independent and is not 
associated with other elements. 
When dealing V.1th a large number of variable 
factor analysis, it is often imposed that factor analysis 
be carried out several times by different number of 
factor axes. Eventually, the mod I described in greatest 
; 
T. SC.-ajilllol'ski. N. Tl/d~(/r()I·. K. POPOl', G. /!.Ii/cl·ski. V. S/CjiIllOl'O 10 
contrast is chosen for pertinent association. 111US, 
some associations occur in a smaller number of the 
factors given. The disassembling into several factors 
that follows aims at discovering other groups with the 
possibility of dividing the dispersions into alre.:wy dis­
assembled associations into more than one axis and 
"obscure" them. 111U5, models of five to seven factor 
axes are lIsed when analyzing data of the district under 
consideration. If smaller or larger number of factors 
are given it leads to incomplete description of elements 
(associations) or unnecessary division into several axes 
and appearance of U1mecessary factors describing the 
variable of one element. 
The results of factor analysis by the Kaiser 
method are sho\\'l1 in Tables 5-9 illustrating the influ­
ence (per cent) of each factor element given for ade­
quate model. Associations and models distinguished 
and selected for map compilation for the surface dis­
semination are given below. 
Table 5 
111e tables illustrating the factor models show Tabl 
that some associations are constant in every model 
(given with different milllber of axes) which is an ad­
ditional confinnation for the axes strength bet\veen the 
elements. Sr 
Geochemical associations determined by Kai- Ba 
ser factor analysis are as follows: Ti 
MFor the first geochemical haloes: 
([Zr, Y, B, Ti] Nb) (Table 6, factor 1) 	 C~ 
V(Sr) 	 (Table 6, factor 2) 
[Pb, Zn, Sn] (Table 6, factor 3) 	 Ni 
Co[Ga, Ag, Ybl (Table 6. factor 4) 

(B, Mn, Ni) Co, Cr (Table 5, factor 5) C 

AFor the secondary geochemical haloes: 
([Ni, Cr, Co] Mn) 

([Yb, W, Nb,] Ag. Ga) 

([Ti, V,l Se) 

[Pb, Zn, Sn] 

<rClI, Y] Mo) 

Zn(Table 8, factor 1) 




Factor disassembling after factor 5 ofelement contents ofthe primary geochemical dispersion haloes Nb 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 B 
Sr 0.52321 0.26537 -0.13233 0.01939 0.04059 
Ba 0.13499 0.00182 0.06359 0.14095 -0. 55027 Tab 
Ti 0.0376 -0.72583 0.02163 0.116 -0.46&82 Fa 
Mn -0.12903 0.07393 -0.08518 0.01 879 0.45486 

Cr -0.73045 0.22714 -0.08331 -0.02641 0.27348 

V -0.18951 -0.15822 -0.02866 -0.12241 -0.83325 

Ni -0.61919 0.14584 -0.01976 -0.02513 0.43735 

Co -0.76556 0.17037 -0.0156 0.06378 0.29017 

Cu 0.03317 0.14172 0.22275 0.0045 -0.06387 

Ag -0.04234 0.03694 0.00615 0.81 867 0.03045 

Zn -0.1314 -0.08054 0.89707 0.0301 0.040­
Pb -0.01367 0.06491 0.93557 -0.00936 -O.()02 14 

Sn 0.15259 -0.34552 0.7671 -0.00376 -0.18651 

Mo 0.08202 -0.04395 0.11686 0.00407 -0.1 2887 

Ga -0.01125 0.0104 -0.00543 0.90486 -0,06034 

Sc -0.64806 -0.16014 -0.12246 -0.01142 -0.27079 

Y 0.04046 --0.72801 0.01446 --0.11034 0.08249 

Vb 0.04617 0,02307 0.01664 0.68018 -0.01 46 

Zr -0.03695 -0.82354 -0.01545 -0. 14539 -0.18478 

Nb 0.19019 --0.46794 0.12619 0.1775 1 -0.24362 

B -0.29783 -0.51992 -0.03882 -0.008 19 0.47958 
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Tab le 6 
Factor di.~·assembling afierfactor 7 ofelement contents ofthe primary geochemical dispersion haloes 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7 
Sr -0.27806 0.4 319 1 -0.1 5999 0.00793 0.27455 0.00718 0.01 537 
Bu -0.0 1098 0.25568 -0.02106 0.11749 -0.31046 0.64029 -0.16149 
Ti 0.61513 0.27238 0.05307 0.13849 -0.4574 -0.01994 -0.28453 
Mn 0.09391 -0.14839 -0.04535 O'()22 \3 0.23296 0.17277 0.64996 
Cr -0.15525 -O.R0916 -0.06873 -0.02595 -0.03831 -0.14442 0.08202 
V 0.02953 0.18441 0.01321 -0 0927 -0.85048 0.07771 -0.16639 
Ni -0.04885 -0.82077 -0.04743 -0.04224 0.20432 -0.06467 -0.02229 
Co -0.05333 -0.86344 -0.0335 0.05124 -0.00093 0.10605 0.10904 
Cu -0.01666 -0.0618 0.0871R -0.04734 0. 13335 0.R55 0.01143 
Ag -O'(J29 18 -0.03464 0.01123 0.81887 0.02586 0.06087 0.0716 
Zn 0.05329 -0.5894 0.93432 0.04176 -0.03291 -0.01492 0.06653 
Pb -0.1057 0.02715 0.95212 -0.00484 0.01618 0.01855 0.00633 
Sn 0.26452 0.1648 0.72556 -0.01445 -0.01206 0.14372 -O.38i5\j 
Mo -0.00501 -0.06665 0.01458 -0.02886 0.10195 0.14177 -0.54607 
Ca -0.0303 0.02555 0.00299 0.90816 -0.03945 0.0333 0.01142 
Sc 0.16537 -0.34383 -0.02187 0.t)2895 -0.64559 -0.06213 O.2R793 
Y 0.75909 0.08879 0.02597 -0.10564 0.0 1054 0.09837 O.0()698 
Yb -0.05919 0.02346 0.01255 0.67913 0.0453 -0.05526 -0.10599 
Zr 0.76536 0.10985 0.01997 -0.12563 -0.26613 -0.09517 -0.20606 
Nb 0.37204 0.13157 0.04961 0.15756 -0.00831 0.07703 ~).63327 
B 0.623090 -0.32953 0.01391 0.00394 0.17429 -0.10709 0.27899 
Table 7 
Factor disassembling after factor 5 ofelement contents ofthe secondary geochemical dispersion haloes 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 
Sr -0.56682 0.33745 ~J.()40 12 0. 12786 0.16948 
Ba -0.47247 -0.10092 0.12564 -0.36249 0.3893 
Ti 0.06371 -O.R2197 -0.18393 0.15305 0.09266 
Mn 0.4444 -0.17537 -0.02059 0. 10873 0.07503 
Cr 0.75087 0.34243 -0.03826 -0.09966 0.24311 
V -0.2399 -0.65757 0.08112 0.21044 0.08323 
Ni 0.79137 0.35376 -0.08837 0.03036 0.27233 
Co 0.75433 0.03242 0.12449 -0.3448 0.17339 
Cu 0.22888 -0.03928 0.01679 0. 13422 0.63916 
Ag . 0.03959 0.01179 0.51726 -0.50428 -0.0794 
Zn 0.19053 -0. 1357 0.06237 0.56722 -0.01712 
Pb -0.10087 -0.06513 0.11862 0.54754 0. 18007 
Sn -0.16098 -0.04716 0.04545 0.6203 0.02724 
Mo 0.06286 -0.04296 0.15611 0.03767 0.46669 
W -0.25394 -0.08448 0.63319 -0.14973 0.35758 
Ga -0.17155 0.1209 0.48065 0.33029 0.12031 
Sc 0.35476 -0.49085 0.22232 -0.20268 0.26252 
Y 0.07526 -0.15588 -0.21729 0.08957 0.6552 
Yb 0.06898 -0.07298 0.79908 0.21401 0.01105 
Zr -0.07109 -0.35898 -0.51837 0.02093 -0.08619 
Nb 0.09198 -0.19922 0.59946 0.05648 -0.2759 
B 0.00326 0.60221 -0.03991 -0.01774 -0.07137 
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Table 8 
Factor disassembling ajierjactor 7 ofelement contents ofthe secondary geochemical dispersion haloes co 
ci, 
Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor .. Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7 di: 
Sr -0.32085 0.18238 -0.65792 0.0264 - 0.04489 0.1 3047 0.17277 
Ba -0.16197 0.03166 -() 07728 -0.05624 0.08421 -0.18778 0. 808M th 
ti -0.22034 -0.76953 0115525 0.10201 0.185S3 -0.22332 -0.14572 ac 
Mn 0.49787 -0.49595 -0.23569 017196 -O.2064S 0.01772 -0.01936 c~ 
Cr 0.86119 0.17145 0.06772 0.0195 o 16023 -0.0439 -0.05151 fa 
-0.44557 -0.62061 0.02822 0.12671 0.12647 0.06961 U.OO 128 b~ 
Ni 0.86587 0.12951 -0.0195 0.07796 0.21503 -0.01094 -0.ISI56 
Co 0.77082 -0.1649 U.2053 -0.25009 0.0946 0.08562 0.00888 c1 
Cu 0.13727 -0.06097 0.02345 0.01778 0.79767 0.11359 -0.08455 pi 
Ag 0.10872 0.14602 0.47131 -0.29146 -0.11164 0.24457 0.44558 oj 
Zn 0.1049 -0.07567 0.13141 0.65579 0.00 125 -0.01145 -0.10377 er 
Ph -0.02481 -0.08016 -0.1 6999 0.65568 0.02 135 0.05464 0.15305 
C! 
Sn -0.29458 0.17199 01478 0.60018 0.22507 0.01983 -0.14421 
Mo 0.06998 -0.02918 0.04691 0.04937 0.49228 0.12751 0.1 5472 
W --0.04807 -0.07152 0.05244 0.07935 0.0965 1 0.38512 0.71 905 T 
Ga -0.01861 -0.0 -709 -O.2S217 0.37237 -0.1.1205 0.49335 0.270 II 
Sc 0.27688 -0.68935 0.07461 -0.17475 0.12925 0. 17972 0.13469 
Y 0.06116 -0.15566 -0.11624 0.0491 0.69852 -0.1796 0.03538 
Yb -0.03761 -0.15615 0.211SI 0.16369 0.03737 0.79925 0.09177 
Zr -0.05816 -0.18457 (1.0427 0.21327 --0.16169 -0.71007 O.OT 19 
Nb -0.10495 -0.00783 061793 0.12531 -0.09084 0.42057 0.054 
B 0.09937 0.3516 -O.4IS79 -0.2599S -0.06876 0.28562 -0.28489 
Table 9 
Factor disassembling ajier jactor 5 ofelement c:ontents (~rthe secondary dispersion haloes 
with exclusion a/Ph, Zn, Sn. P and As 
Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Fnctor .. Fllctor 5 
Sr 0.60098 0.12092 -0.35619 0.20525 () 06045 
Ba 0.26692 -0.1295 0.02775 0.24372 -().71677 
Ti 0.06114 -0.1102 0.83368 0.15328 0.22741 
Mn --0.36229 0.09108 0.22661 0.07957 0.32547 
Cr -t.l.77969 -0.06736 --0.30538 0.23301 0.061 
V 0.33513 0.15245 0.66056 0.11197 0.08064 
Ni -0.76664 -0.03186 -0.29788 0.29763 023006 
Co -0.83527 0.04047 -000859 O. 11118 ~).O6304 
Cu -0.18988 0.12351 0.08039 0.68075 0.06332 
Ag -0.27189 0.20586 -0.04172 -0.25372 -0.66319 
Mo -0.0768 0.14463 0.04758 0.46514 -0. 16748 
W 0.09192 0.47373 0.09026 0.20734 -0.5876 
Ga 0.20846 0.60138 -0.05197 0.09355 O.05() 15 
Sc -0.3648 0.21244 0.50055 0.22542 -0.04942 
Y -0.6273 --0.1616 0.167 0.66483 0.00895 
Yb -0.05627 0.84003 0.14365 --0.03143 -0.07773 
Zr 0.08579 -0.608IS 0.32604 --0.07641 0.02296 
Nb --0.14906 0.46303 0.24614 -0.35583 -0.23661 
B 0.01955 0.12922 --0.59751 --O'()3002 0.25561 
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The right side shows factor models which ac­
cording to the present author describe best the asso­
es 
ciations used when compiling the maps for surface 
or7 di semination. 
277 The clement associations obtained are close to 
&&4 those detennined by cluster analysis. A significant 
572 advantage of the factor analysis is the possibility to 
1936 calculate the percentages of each probe of given 
"151 
12R 
factor and compile maps pres ntjng element group 
by isolincs. 
Determination of geochemical associations by 
cluster and fac tor analyses is in accord with the 
primary state of group of elements in different arcas 
of dissemination most commonly due to the influ­
ence of various temporal and spatial genetic proc­
esses mutually dependent or not. In th is regard, as-
Table 10 
sociations should not be interpreted as parage­
netially related clements. Nevertheless, maps illus­
trating their distribution are more infonnativc than 
monoelement maps since they offer possible pres­
ence of zoning. These maps are more interesting 
than those compiled bas d on additive and mUltipli­
cative haloes since clements of proven correlation 
relation and influence that is proportional to their 
participation in the general changeability and total­
ity are included in individual associations. Correla­
tion beh een geochemjcal associations systematized 
and calculated on data of primary and secondary 
dissemination haloes in Borov Dol and associations 
after the primary and sccondaf) baloes of specific 
deposits in the Panagjurishte district (Bulgaria) are 
presented in Table 10. 
Comparison between geochemical associations characteristic/or some deposits in the Buchim are district 
(Macedonia) and the Panagjurishte are district (Bulgaria) 
I IHigh temperature IMedium tempe.-ature ILow temperature I 
Borov Dol 
Primary halo (B, Mn, Ni) Cr, Co 
[Pb, Zn, Sn] 
" 
[Ga, Ag, Yb] 
Borov Dol ([Ti, V]Sc) 
Secondary halo ([Cu, Y]Mo) 
(Ni, Cr, Co]Mn) 
[Pb, Zn, Sn] 
([Yb, W, Nb] Ag, Ga) mixture 
Assarel lNi, Co] 
Cross-section I - I ([Mo, Au] As) 
West - East ([Cu. Bi] Ag) I 
[Pb. Znl 
Assarel ([Cu, AgJ As, Bi) 
Cross-section x-x [Pb, Zn] 
(North - South) [Ni, Ba] mixture 
Car Assen lNi, Co, Sn] 
([Cu, Agl Mo) I 
[Pb, Zn] 
Krassen ([Ni, Mn, V, Co] Be) 
I ([Pb, Zn, Ag] Au, Pd) 
Cbervena Mogila ([Yb, Ti ] Cr) 
[Be, MnJ 
([Ni, Zn] V, Y) I 
([Pb, Snl, [Ag, As]) 
Geolot;ica Mm:edonica. 10, pp. 1-22 (1 996) 
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:Spatial distribution ofelement associations 
Variogram analysis was used for the character 
of changeability of geochemical associatjons based 
on investigations of similarities between associa­
tions studied depending on spatial position or direc­
tion and distances between them. The purpose is to 
define the essential indicators of variogranl function 
e.g. the effects of nugget. siU and range of all four 
directions East - West (0°), North-east - South­
west (45°) North - South (90°) and North-west ­
South-east (l35°). 
In this manner the anisotropy in horizontal 
changes in investigated associations is also de­
scribed. These data were used when compiling the 
geochemical maps. The results of variograJl1 analy­
sis are shown in Figs 5 and 6. Since data possess 
highly pronounced changeability, the theoretical 
variogram model can be closely evaluated by the 
extreme variogram. A conclusive characteristic of 
the distribution of association is the large gap read 
Vuriogram lor Ga-Ag-Yb 
Di~tance 
Variogram for P\}-Zn-Sn 
~ .......................---, 

2"1 	 .............~ 













o 	 .,................C' •••••••••-: 
n Ie :w :,'0 ~:: 
1)\ - ' I", l' 
from the effect of inclusion along with the presence 
of quasi periodicity. The latter is represented by a 
periodic uncertainty component of dependence be­
tween samples and is due to higher structural ef­
fects due to zone formation of increased and lower 
elements content of the association given. The geo­
logical assumption is the occu rrence of various 
rocks and hydrothermal alterations . The effect is 
clearly seen from the Pb-Zn-Sn association in both 
primary and secondary dispersion haloes. Based on 
continuity in different directions, the Ga- Ag-Yb 
and Pb-Zn-Sn associations along the primary and 
Cu-Y-Mo, Yb-W- Nb along tbe secondary halo 
can be interpreted as isotropic along horizontal dis­
tribution. Other associations display anisotropy 
with northeast-southwest direction of minimum 
changeability. Part of the aJlisotropy can be due to 
anisotropic net of sanlpling. The B-Mn-Ni asso­
ciation of secondary haloes alone displays north­
west-southeast direction of minimum changeability. 
Para meters 




Max Band: nia 
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Fig 5. Variograms ot"primary haloes from Borov Dol-Shopur dcposit 
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Fig. 6. Variograms of secondary haloes from Rorov Dol-Shopur deposit 
The results of the factor analysis are used in 
compiling the maps showing the horizontal distri­
bution of separated associations showing the proc­
ess of each sample as units of standard deviation. 
Craiging method was used based on the above 
mentioned variogram models. The method is con­
sidered to be the most correct because it reads the 
anisotropy, the spatial position of the points as well 
as the correlations between them. Outlining was 
carried out for planes with reliable values of factor 
percentage on samples for adequate association. 
Other planes involved are those that are out of out­
lined planes and samples of zones separated in 
which the association is absent. Quadratic net the 
size 20 X 20 was used, and evaluation \vas carried 
out on the first 10 closely observed reaching certain 
agreement. Maps are given in Figs. 7-17 and are 
shown in dark gray colour for greater visibility. 
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Fig. 8. Borov Dol. Primary halo ([Zr, Y. B. Til Nb) association 
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Fig. 9, Boroy Dol. Primary halo [Pb, Zn, Sn] association 
Fig. 10, Boroy Dol. Primary halo (B, Mn, Ni) Co, Cr association 
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Fig. 11. Horoy Dol. Primary halo [Ga, Ag, Yb 1association 
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Fig. 12. Borov Dol. Secondary halo observations 
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West - t:ost 
Fig. 13 . Borov Dol. Secondary halo (fCu, Yl Mo) associations 
80 
West - Eoat 
Fig. 14. Borov Dol. Secondary halo [Pb, Zn, Snl association 
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w".,t. - East 
Fig. 15. Borov Dol. Secondary halo ([Ti, Vl Sc) association 
Fig. 16. Borov Dol. Secondary halo ([Ni, Cr, Co) Mn) association 
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Fig. 17. Borov DoL Secondary halo ([Yb, W, Nb) Ag, Ga) association 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Based on aforementioned it can be said that 
thc method and statistics applied had a positive re­
sult on distinguishment of several characteristic 
types of geochemical associations (according to 
primary and secondary haloes of distribution) that 
undoubtedly have a common geochemical and ge­
netic relationship . Such deduction is proved by the 
geochemical maps shown for individual geochemi­
cal groups of elements according to primary and 
secondary haloes of dispersion. 
If one looks at the geochemical isolines of indi­
vidual associations distinguished according to primary, 
dispersion haloes (Figs. 7-11), one can see that maxi­
mal intensity isolines were detennined in the south part 
ofthe isoline or in the area of the Borov Dol deposit. It 
can be best seen for associations ([Zr, Y, B, Ti) Nb), 
that coincides the copper mineralization in the Borov 
Dol deposit (Fig. 8). 
Unlike this, the [Pb, Zn, Sn] association dem­
onstrates in the southeast part of the isoline (Fig. 9), 
which geologically and metallogenetically coincides 
the area of the vicinity of the village of Petrino 
where occurrences of Pb, Zn, Ba mineralization has 
been disclosed. 
The (B, Mn, Ni) Co, Cr association displays 
destroyed types of isolines with no direct coinci­
dence with other associations with thc exception of 
a small part relatcd to the immidiatc area of the 
Borov Dol deposit (Fig. 10). 
Particular attention with primary dispersion 
haloes should be paid to the [Ga, Ag, Yb) associa­
tion which does not display almost any relationship 
with other associations of the primary group (Figs . 
7-11), but its maximas of isolines concentrate on 
the distal northwestern parts of the terrane under 
consideration - the terrain that belongs to Pilav 
Tepe and Shopur (Fig. II) . 
Associations distinguished according to secon­
dary dispersion haloes are very similar, but with 
certain specific characteristics (Fig. 12-17). How­
ever, the most striking spatial traits are displayed 
by the ([Cu, Y) Mo) association with isolines of 
north-south extension and its maximum in the south 
part corresponding to the area of the Borov Dol 
deposit. In the north, the association clearly coin­
cides the Popova Shapka Cu-occurrences (Fig. 13). 
The [Pb, Zn, Sn) association here does not 
extend its maximum to the north (near the Damjan 
occurrences) particularly to north-west which spatially 
belongs to the Shopur mineralization area (Fig. (4). 
The isolines of the ([Ti, V) Sc) exhibit an un­
usual position extending WE-SW most probably ob-
Geologica Macedonica, 10, pp. 1-22 (1996) 
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scuring some of the primary fault structures, Such 
structures exist in the area and arc proved by analysis 
of scanograms and field obeservations (Fig. 15). 
The association of dement group of ferrides 
([Ni , Cr, Co] Mn) is chemically constant, and dis­
play spatial relationship with ultrabasics, carbona­
tites and pyroxenes. Namely, isolines of this asso­
ciation are more conunon in the south-western parts 
of the terrane or south of Brest and Borov Dol, or 
the area where above mentioned rocks occur. It is 
obvious that this association does not display a 
closer 'relationship with the areas with porphYIJ 
type copper mineralization (Fig. 16). 
Similar conclusions have been obtained from 
the association ([Yb, W, Nb] Ag, Ga) given in Fig. 17. 
It is also worth mentioning that the methodol­
ogy applied in interpretation of the results obtained 
from geochemical investigations of the wider vicin­
ity of Borov Dol and Shopur, gave the results antici­
pated, and the associations and groups distinguished 
coincide with those of copper mineralization deter­
mined in many places in the area investigated. 
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PC3HMC 
TlII10BI1 IIA I'EOXEMHCKH ACOUlf.JAUHlf no PEOIlOT J,()POn HOJI-WOIlYP: 

HIIU:PlIPETAQH.JA IIA nOUATOI~HTE cnOP":llIlPHMAPIIH H CEKYIIUAPHH OPEOJlH 

ToiJ,Op CCpa'i>lfMOBCKlfl , HHKO!18 TYl,lIIPOB\ KaMcn nonoB:', tOprH MHTCBCKlf\ BHO,'ICTII CTC'i>IlDORII1 
JPVOllpcKv-'ieV.!lOUlKII IPllKYJliiieiii, 11/ iiluil, Pt'ii)'O.111"·{/ MIlKeooHuj£l 

2"lJPM5 - DY'ItI .. II", PIIOVtJUlII, Peiiyo.ll/lKIl MaKei')O/wjll 

J MW-/HV-rt'V.10IllKU YIIUI3t'IJalliiieiii, COtfJIIF/, EylaplIFI 

Kny'lDH 36opOBH : 	 Sopou AOll-Wonyp<:KII peOH; reOXe~U!CKa aco~Hja~Hja; I1HTepnpeTa~Hja; CTaTIfCTWIKCI 
I.l1Ianll a; npllMapHH H ceKYHAapHIf opeonll 
Bo TpYAOT CC npHKa)J(aHlf CT!I'l'llCTlfqKHTe npee­
MeTKH Ha pe3YllTH'nne OA reOXeMH C1{ft IIcnHTYBafha Ha 
npHMapffIITe u ceK}'HAapHHTe opeonll Ha pocejyuafhe H'3­
BpweHII Hn IT BpllIlIlIll OA oKony 40 kInl HO nOApatljeTo 
BopoB AOll-111onyp (6yqIlMCKH PYAeH perm). VlcmlTYBa­
fhaTa ce apweRl\ no Mpc)l(a 500 x 200 111, OA CTp811n Ha 
HCTpa)J(YBalll! OA MMrPE - MocKBa H OA PYAHIIKOT 
BYLIHM. A06H eHlf e pt:3ynTaTH HajHanpeA CC: HHTepnpe­
THpaHH cnopeA MeToAOT na " fc:ocKaH". a BO paMKHTe lW 
OBOj TPYA cnopeA MeToAoT Ha "KllaCTc:pHa aHllnH'3a" H 
"cpaKTopHa aHallH3,I" UllH cnopeA MeTOAoT Ha Kaj'3ep. 
BP3 6<13a Ha K MnneKCHHTe CTaTHCTH'IKH npecMeT­
KH, Kopena~HoHH 3aBlleH CTH H rpynHpafha Ha noeAHHH 
eneMeHTH cnopeA BapnorpaMlf. cpaKTopHH P831l0>K}'Bafh8 
II Jl,effAorpaMH. U3ABOeFm cc cneAHHTe THnOBH aco~Hjal.UIH: 
r. CnopeA nOAaTOl.{lJTC: Ha KJIaCTepH8Ta aHallH'38 ce 
H'3ABoeHII: 
a) CnopeA npliMapHIfTe opeonH Ha pa<:ejYBafhe: 
(Pb, Zn, Sn): [(Ga, Ag), Vb]; (Ni, Co, Cr); [(Ti, Zr, Y) Nb); 
6) CnopeA ceKYHAapHHTe opeonH Ha pacejYBHfhe: 
[Ni, Cr, Co) Mil); lUi, V) Sc]; [(Vb, Nb) Agl; (W, Ga); 
(Cu, Y)Mo; (Pb, Zn, Sn). 
n. CnopeA nOAaTO~HTe Ha rpaKTopHaTa aHanllla ce 
H3ABoeHH: 
a) CnopeA nplfMapHHTe opeonll: 
[Zr, Y, B, Ti) NbJ; (Sr); (Pb, Zn, Sll); (Ga, Ag, Yb); 
(B, Mil, Ni) Co, Cr; 
6) CnopeA ceKYHAapHlfTe opeonH: 
[(Ni, Cr, Co) Mn); [(Vb, W, Nb) Ag, Ga1; [(Ti, V) ScI; 
(Pb, Zn, Sn); (Cu, Y, Mo). 
3a noce6Ho oA6ene)J(YBafhe e reOXt!MlfCKaTa aco­
~Hjal.{uja (Pb, Zn, Sn) Koja jacHo ce AerpuHlIpa H BO ,ABeTe 
rpynH, KaKO H (ell. Y, Mo) KaKO KapaICTt:.pHCTHqHa aco­
l.UIja~Hja 3a ceKYHAap HHTe opeOllH Ha p acejYBaH>e. 
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